Abstract.
Theorem. Let L be a positive, Rockland operator of degree y. There is a c > 0 such that, for all^ e g*, min{a G a((L)} > c|0(£)|gY.
Proof. Define 8r* on g * by (ô*£, X) = (£, 8rX). Then
Indeed, if a g Aut(G), we may also regard a as an automorphism of g and similarly define a* g End(g*). If 77 G G we set TTa(x) = ir(a(x)). One can easily verify from Kirillov theory that 7^" = <na,£. This implies (i) for a = 8r and L homogeneous of [7]), and the assumptions imply that ß" = 1/(1 + a") g <jç(Rx), the spectrum of tt^(Rx). Thus, sup{/? g a^(Rx)} > 1. We will show that this is impossible.
In [5, Proposition 6.3] , it is shown that, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, there are only finitely many orbits in g*, with dimension 2k, that are limit points in G of {£)(£")}. Denote this set hys/x. Lets/2 be the lower-dimensional orbits that are limit points of (o(£")}, and let s^ = sfx U s/2. Then, by [4] sinces/x is finite and the orbits in sé2 have dimension less than 2k.
